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B y X-ray diffraction and neutron diffraction using the isotopic substitution method, the partial
structure factors /SpeFe» &FeB. and $bb as well as Sss, Sec, and Ssc were determined for the
metallic glass FesoB20- The Fourier-transforms yielded the pair correlation functions G-'y from
which the atomic distances and the partial coordination numbers were calculated. The partial
coordination numbers are in good agreement with those of the metastable FeaB-phase, which is
the first crystallization product formed during annealing of the metallic glass FegoB2o- The
chemical short range order parameter amounts to 100%, thus indicating perfect chemical order.

Introduction
It is the aim of the present paper to investigate
by means of diffraction experiments the mutual
distribution of the components in the metallic glass
FegoB20- Eor this purpose three independent diffraction experiments have to be performed, in each
of which the ratio of the scattering powers of Fe
and B must be different. This can be achieved either
by applying different radiations or by using isotopes with different scattering lengths in preparing
samples with the same chemical composition for
neutron scattering experiments. In the present work
both methods have been combined.

with Ci concentration of component i in atomic
fractions, bi scattering length of the atoms of component i, <6> = CA&A + CB&BThe total structure factor S{Q) is obtained from
the coherently scattered intensity per atom In(Q)
which follows from the measured intensity by a
correction- and normalization-procedure. The following equation stands according to the FaberZiman definition [5]:

We will only present a short compilation of the
equations needed for the evaluation of the three
partial structure factors. For a comprehensive presentation see Refs. [1] to [4]. The scattering behaviour of an isotropic binary molten or amorphous
alloy can be described hy three partial structure
factors Sij{Q), where Stj(Q) = Sji(Q). From these
partial functions the total function can be obtained
o ,o
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The Laue monotonic scattering LMS
LMS =
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In(Q)~
LMS
V
^6)2
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S(Q)=

<62)_<6>2

=

CACB(Z16)

2

(3)

is regarded as part of the coherent scattering and
is subtracted in (2). The LMS is observed in the
unmodulated form given by (3) if the atoms of both
components with their different scattering lengths
are distributed statistically within the global structure (see for example [6]).
According to Ashcroft and Langreth [7] a total
structure factor for a binary system can also be
defined in the following way:
s^(Q)

=

in(Q)Kb*y.

(4)

By this procedure the LMS is not subtracted and
there is a normalization to <6 2 ) and not to <b>2 as
in (3).
In neutron diffraction experiments with materials
containing atoms M with a magnetic moment an
additional scattering contribution Im{Q) will occur
Avhich has its origin in the interaction of the magnetic moments of neutrons and the atoms M:
ImiQ) =

sin 2 a

(5)
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with P[Q) magnetic scattering length, $MM(Q) partial structure factor of the M-M-atomic pairs, a angle
between atomic magnetic moment and scattering
vector Q.
The magnetic moment of the iron atoms causes
the ^-dependent scattering length P{Q) in addition
to the Q-independent scattering length of the nucleus [8]:
roy
(6)
V-\F(Q)
P(Q) =
TQ means the classical electron radius (2.8 •
10~ 13 cm), y the magnetic moment of the neutron
(— 1.91), and | p.| the total of the atomic magnetic
moment. F(Q) means the magnetic form factor,
which is normalized to one for Q = 0 and which
decreases to zero with increasing Q. The magnetic
scattering contribution becomes zero according to (5)
if the atomic magnetic moments are aligned by
means of an external magnetic field parallel to Q.
From the total structure factor S(Q) in (1) by
Fourier transformation according to (7) the total
pair distribution function g(r) and the total reduced pair distribution function G (r) are obtained:
G(r) = 4nrQo[g{r)

— 1]

= — ]Q[S(Q)-l]sin(Qr)dQ.
71 o

g(r)

4&1
?BB(r)
<fe>2

. 2caCb&A&B
<6)2

= 4nr

= Inr*

Qo + rG{r)

(12)

[T(G)] = [tF «2)] [ * ( £ ) ]
with
[T(Q)]

SL(Q)
= SL(Q)
SL(Q)

SAA(Q)

,

[B(Q)) = SBB(Q)
SAB(Q)

(13)

W 3AA(Q)
(8)

g(r)
(9)

with q (r) = Qog(r) = local number density and £o =
mean atomic number per volume.
The partial functions can be defined as follows:
Gi}(r) = 4 7i r Q0 [gry(r) — 1]
= — j W , , ( « ) - ! ] sin (<2r)d0, (10)
71

(11)

with Qij{r) = C]Qogij(r) = partial local number density = number of /-atoms per volume element within a coordination sphere with radius r around an
i-atom.
Three experiments with different weighting factors Wij yield three different total structure factors
which can be used to calculate the partial structure
factors in (1). Using the method of neutron diffraction, different Wij can be achieved by the isotopic
substitution method. The coherent scattering
lengths should be changed from experiment to experiment at least with one component, whereas the
concentration is kept constant. During the performance of X-ray- or magnetic neutron-diffraction
experiments, where we have to deal with Q-dependent scattering lengths b, also the weighting factors
Wij in (1) become Q-dependent.
Three scattering experiments lead to a system
of three equations (1) with #J o t (#), Stot(Q)> and
>Sfot($) on the left hand side. The upper index
means the number of the experiment. The following matrix system is appropriate to the solution
of the system of linear equations:

W'aa (Q)
[W(Q)] = WlxiQ)

The total radial distribution function RDF(r) is
obtained according to (9):
2

+ rGiJ(r)]

and

ffAß(r)

= JFaa^AAM + WBB9,BB(0
+ Wab^ABM-

RDF (r) = 47ir*eog(r)

= cj[4nr*Q0

(7)

The total pair distribution function g (r) is a weighted sum of the three partial pair distribution functions according to (8):
c\b\

Atj(r) = Cj4 7ir2Q0gf]{r) = 4 7tr2Oij{r)

Kb

(Q)

W^iQ)

WUiQj
W I M )
WlxiQ)

Thus we obtain the following solution of (12):
[ # ( £ ) ] = [W(Q)]-i[T($)]
= [F(g)][T(g)].

(14)

(14) is only soluble if the coefficient determinant
is unequal to zero, i.e. if the three equations are
linearly independent.
From the total radial distribution function
RDF(r) from (9) the total coordination number N 1
in the first coordination sphere is calculated as
follows:
W = j RDF(r)dr.

(15)
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The lower and upper integration limits are somewhat arbitrary and depend on the respective
method. The total coordination number is a weighted sum of the coordination numbers Z y , which are
independent from the scattering lengths [9]:
W AA

N1

^AA +

cA
= W'AAZAA

WbB
:
CB

+ WBBZBB

^AB

^BB -f- —:

CB

^AB

+ WABZAB,

(16)

where the partial coordination numbers Zij are
calculated from the partial Aij(r) corresponding to
(15). Of course, in all four integrals the integration
limits must be the same. From the position of the
Gij(r)-maximum the preferred distances of the impairs are obtained.
According to Bhatia and Thornton [10] the normalized intensity I n {Q) can be connected with correlations of density- and concentration fluctuations:
SBT

=

SAL(Q)

+

=

<62)

Sec (Q)+ '
+

S^(Q)

<62>

CACB(Ab)Z

= WJW(Q)Snn(Q)
+

=

<62)

2

Ab
Y<62)
, ,

^nc(Q)

TFcc(£)Scc(£)
(17)

Wxc(Q)Sxc(Q).

$nn(Q) is the structure factor of the correlations
of atomic number density fluctuations, S'CC(Q) that
of the correlations of concentration
fluctuations,
whereas &NC($) contains the cross correlations between concentration fluctuations and number density fluctuations.
$ n n and $cc oscillate around 1, Sue around 0.
The partial density- and concentration-fluctuation correlation functions Gfam (r), Gqc {r), and (?NC ir)
are obtained by Fourier transformation of the partial Bhatia Thornton structure factors. They are
connected to the functions Gij{r) of (10) in a linear
way. Especially for the partial densities the following equations are valid:
£nn(r) = cAQA{r)

Qcc{r) = cBQA{r) + cAQB(r)
0NC(O = cAcB(eA(r)

— QB(r))

with
Qi{r) = QiA{r) +

(18)

-f CBgB(r),

QiB{r)

QAB{r)
:
CB

, (19)
(20)

Experiments
Two specimens with the same concentration were
prepared: n a t F e 8 o n B 2 o and 5 7 Fe 8 o n B2o. Starting
materials were iron with natural isotopic abundance
(99.96%; Vacuumschmelze, Hanau), a mixture of
iron isotopes enriched with 5 7 Fe (99.9%; 5 7 Fe content 80.15%; Rohstoff-Einfuhr, Düsseldorf) as well
as a mixture of Boron isotopes enriched with n B
(97.2%; HB content 99.2%; Rohstoff-Einfuhr, Düsseldorf). The 1 1 B-powder was alloyed with the iron
in ultrapure A^CVtubes (diameter 6 mm) which
were closed by cemented stoppers made from AI2O3.
The melting and annealing procedure was done at
1350°C for three hours. Preliminary experiments
had shown that by this procedure complete alloying between iron and boron occurs. The amorphous
ribbons were produced from the alloys within a melt
spin apparature [11]. The cuvette consisted of
quartz with an orifice of 0.6 mm. The ribbons were
0.03 mm thick and had a breadth of 1.5 mm.
The specimens for the neutron diffraction experiments were prepared by joining together parallel ribbons of a length of 35 mm (17 X 35 X
2.5 mm 3 ). The irradiated surface was limited by
a Cd-frame. The parallel arrangement of the ribbons was necessary, since during the measurement
they had to be saturized magnetically. The direction of the easiest magnetization coincides with the
direction of the ribbon. For the X-ray diffraction
a mono ribbon layer was prepared.
The neutron diffraction experiments were done
at the two axis instrument D 4 [12] at the high
flux reactor of the ILL, Grenoble, using a wavelength of 0.0695 nm. Since the magnetic, Q-dependent scattering contribution had to be eliminated,
a permanent magnet writh 0.5 T was fixed in the
center of the diffractometer in such a way that the
magnetic field H was always parallel to the scattering vector Q. Using this arrangement one could
measure only up to Q = 84 n m - 1 . For H vertical
to Q, however, one could measure up to 170 n m - 1 .
All measurements were performed in a 0-2 ©-arrangement.
The X-ray experiments with Mo-Ka-radiation
were performed in transmission using a 12 kWrotating anode generator with a graphite monochromator in the primary beam. In 0-20-arrangement the Q-region of the experiment was between
3 and 122 n m - 1 . The specimen was kept in vacuum.
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The corrections and the normalization procedures were performed for the X-ray- and the neutron diffraction experiment according to Refs.
[13, 14]. The density go of Fegof^o was taken as
95 n m - 3 [15]. The absorption factors of the samples
were measured directly by a transmission experiment. The used scattering parameters are listed
in Table 1. In the following, only the special features characteristic for the present paper shall be
mentioned.
Figure 1 shows the difference curve (IH±Q — IH\\Q)
which represents according to (5) the magnetic
scattering contribution of the iron atoms contained
in the amorphous alloy Fegc^o- The difference
intensity curve was subtracted from the intensity
curve obtained in the H ^-arrangement after correction for absorption. The curve thus obtained is
caused by nuclear scattering only.
The normalization of the X-ray experiment was
done according to [14], however, an absorption correction was applied (case of transmission).
Table 1. Scattering lengths and incoherent cross sections
for neutrons.
&coh
HB
natp e
57

Fe

0.6
0.95
0.412

Results and Discussion
i) Total

Functions

Figure 2 shows the total structure factors defined
according to (2), which are arranged from top to
bottom with decreasing ratio (6fc/^b) of scattering
lengths. The curves 2a and 2b show the behaviour
as "usual" for amorphous TgoM^o-specimens (T =
transition metals Fe, Co, Ni; M = metalloids B, C,
P, Si). Table 2 contains some characteristic data of
the total structure factors. The X-ray structure
factor becomes negative for Q < 25 n m - 1 . This behaviour is caused by the subtraction of the LMS
in (2), which becomes rather large because the
difference of the scattering lengths is large for Xrays:
LMS = c Fe c B (&Fe - M 2 = 0.1492 eu.

[8]
[8]
[16]

0.6*
0.46
2.84

[8]
[16]

* This value for Boron enriched with U B was taken a
little smaller than 0.74 for Boron with natural isotopic
abundance.

Fig. 1. Amorphous

IH\\Q-

57

Feso 11 B2o: Difference curve Ih±q —

(3)

From the negative part of the structure factor one
can already conclude that the presumption of statistical distribution of the atoms of both components is not valid for the specimens investigated.
The total structure factor S(Q = 10 n m - 1 ) amounts
to —0.138, which corresponds to approximately
90% of the complete LMS-term. This means that

fflnc
[10-24 cm 2 ]

[io-12 cm]
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Fig. 2. Total structure factors $tot(<2)a)
(Q) measured by X-rays;
b)
measured by neutrons with n a t Fe 8 o u B2o;
c)
(Q) measured by neutrons with 57 Fe8o 11 B2o-
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Table 2. Values taken from the total functions. Q I [nm _ 1 ], S(Ql): Position and height of the main maximum of S(Q).
r"/ m [nm]: Distance of a j-atom within the ra-th submaximum of the »-th coordination sphere of an i-atom. Some of the
radii are only slightly visible as a shoulder.
: Total coordination number determined from the m-th submaximum of
the n-th coordination sphere. The integration always was done from the r"-m lower to the r™,n upper minimum. N"-m:
Total coordination numbers calculated from the partial coordination numbers Z(",m (Table 8).

Q1
s m

r

FeB

r

FeFe

r

FeB

^FeFe

^FeB

r

FeFe

Fe 8 0 Bo 0 (X)

31.2
3.9

0.257

0.416

0.498

natF e80 UB <)0 ( n )

31.3
3.7

0.258

0.417

0.495

31.7
2.9

0.213 0.255

57Fe 8 o n B 2 o(n)

* Only calculated from the partial

~ 0.37

0.410

0.44

0.51

N1e-x1p
NI-'
r rx.i
l'

rt1

exp

Nlc-*
f I.2
'Y
_
rl'2

VII.l
exp
NI1-1
ji.i
r
^i,',

14.7
15.1
0.215
0.340
14.2
14.0
0.190
0.330
7.69
8.31
0.240
0.310

4.42
4.23
0.190
0.235

tfii.t
exp
NI11-*
rl -*
r

21.9
20.6*
0.345
0.455
20.1
0.355
0.445
17.6
0.315
0.425

NIU
exp
Nin

".2

30.4
28*
0.460
0.555
31.4
0.450
0.550
26.8
0.43
0.52

73
66*
0.560
0.705
75
0.555
0.705
70
0.52
0.680

since the integration limits of Z ^ were too different.

in fact only a small part of this scattering contribution occurs in the intensity pattern. Curve 2 c, where
the weighting factor WFeB is comparable to WreFe}
shows an uncommon behaviour in the region between the second and third maximum. Apparently
a $FeB($)-antiphase contribution plays a role in
addition to the S-pe¥e{Q)- A further feature is given
by the additional maximum at Q = 2 1 . 5 n m - 1 ,
which must be assigned to the
SBB{Q)-contribution
since it is not visible in the other curves. A similar
maximum also occurs in the structure factor of
nat
Co8i.5 11 Bi8.5 measured by neutron diffraction,
where & C O / & B = 0.46 (see Ref. [17]). The total reduced pair distribution functions G(r) obtained
according to (7) are given in Figure 3. The total
G(r)-functions are composed of the partial Gij(r)functions with the same weighting-factors Wij(Q)
as the total structure factors (see (1) and (8)). During
the Fourier-transform of the X-ray structure factor
the so called Warren-Krutter-Morningstar-approach
was applied [3], [4], by which the ^-dependence
of the Wij-weighting factors is neglected.
Figure 3 a shows the Fourier-transform G(r) of
the X-ray structure factor, which is nearly equal to
the partial C?FeFe (r) as can be seen from the weighting factors in Table 3. In Fig. 3 b an additional
shoulder on the left hand side of the main maximum
occurs and the minimum between the two submaxima of the second maximum has vanished.
These additional features can be ascribed according

to Table 3 to the partial (rFeB(r)- The Fouriertransform of the 57 Fe-experiment (Fig. 3 c) shows a
splitting up of the main maximum. The left subpeak corresponds to a B-Fe-distance and the right

Fig. 3. Total reduced pair distribution function

a) Q&(Q)l b)

C)

0^(Q).

G(r).
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sUQ)

I

J^FeFe
WBB

II

J^FeB
Jl'FeFe
W'B B
l^BFe

^FeB

Fe 8 0 B 2 o(X)
Q = 0 nm-1

Q = 44 n m - 1

0.9104
0.0021
0.0875

0.9446
0.0008
0.0564

1.14

0.01
0.11
0.44

Fe 8 0 B 2 0 (X)

Q = Onm-1
Q = 44 n m - 1

2

11
S tot(Q): nat Fe8 o B 2 o(n)

Slt(Q):

57

Fe 8 o 1 1 B 2 o(n)

n a t F e 8 0 iiB 2 o(n)

57Fe 8 o u B2o(n)

0.7459
0.0186
0.2355

0.5374
0.0713
0.3913

0.93
0.09
0.29
1.18

0.67
0.36
0.49
1.96

WNN(Q)

Wcc(Q)

0.871
0.844

0.156

1.814

0.975

0.025

0.776

0.973

0.027

| W { J ( Q ) / ( £ j W?;(Q))W | .

1.678

-

(W'a-Wtj/cj).

Table 4. Weighting factors of the partial
BT-Structure factors in (17). For X-ray
the Wij are ^-dependent.

0.814

RbCl the normalized determinant was 0.029 according to [18].
Table 5 contains the extrema of the determinants
[ F ( $ ) ] according to (14) in the FZ-formalism,
Table 6 those of the BT-formalism. The figures in
Tables 5 and 6 mean the multiplication factors
with which the corresponding total structure factors have to be multiplied in order to obtain the
Table 5. Weighting factors of the total structure factors
according to [ £ ( £ ) ] = [ F ( Q ) ] [ T ( £ ) ] in the FZ-formalism
with [R(Q)] = [SFeFe(Q), S B B ( Q ) , SFeB(Q)] and [T(Q)] =

[S?ot(Q), S$(Q),

Sij(Q)

For the calculation of the partial structure factors a system of linear equations with the three
unknowns functions of (14) must be solved. A measure concerning the efficiency of the system of
equations is given b y the total of a normalized
determinant JF($)norm which can as a maximum
value achieve unity :
| W ( Q ) |norm =

Wnc(Q)

0.129

subpeak to a Fe-Fe-distance. The following maxima
are composed of many subpeaks, which exactly can
only be identified with knowledge of the partial
functions. A preliminary assignment of the single
maxima or shoulders to the different Fe-Fe- and
Fe-B-distances is presented in Table 2. This assignment is based on the variation of the curves with
decreasing ratio of scattering lengths in connection
with Table 3. The total coordination numbers are
composed of the partial coordination numbers according to (16) and Table 3 (see Ref. [17]).
ii) Partial Functions

Table 3. I) Weighting factors of
the partial FZ-Structure factors
in (1). For X-rays the IVy are
^-dependent. II) Weighting factors of the partial coordination
numbers according to (16);

sit (Q)

tfotlQ)

(21)

Since the X-ray weighting factors in (1) and (17)
are ^-dependent (Tables 3 and 4), all parameters
calculated from these factors are also ^-dependent.
This fact had to be regarded during the calculation
of the partial structure factors. The normalized
determinant for Q = 0 amounted in the FZ-formalism
to 0.012 and in the BT-formalism to 0.06. For comparison it should be mentioned that during the calculation of the partial structure factors of molten
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extreme values.

S%Zt(Q)]. The table contains the two

=

1.8196
31.65
-8.261

1.0364
- 59.21
12.202

0.2168
28.56
-2.941

[ F F Z ( Q = 44 n m - 1 ) ] =

1.4078
24.49
- 6.391

- 0.5307
- 50.42
9.906

0.1229
26.93
- 2.515

\V¥Z(Q = Onm -1 )]

Table 6. Weighting factors of the total structure factors
according to [Ä(Q)] = [V(Q)][T(Q)]
in the BT-formalism
with [R(Q)1 = [SNX(Q), S'CC(Q), SNC(G)] and [T(Q)] =
s
t
The table
' tot (^)»
contains the two extreme values.
[ F B T ( $ = 0 nm-1)]

=

[ F B T ( £ = 44 n m - 1 ) ] =
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partial structure factors. Especially for the case
of the partial $BB o n e c a n s e e
Table 5 that due
to the multiplication factor of up to 60 a small error
in the total measured functions (3% can be taken
as typical) yields large uncertainties.
Therefore, the partial structure factor
which was calculated from (14) without additional
presumptions, had to be refined in order to yield
a partial £BB(Q) which was compatible with the
experiments as well as with theory [19, 20]. This
finally led to the following procedure:
The additional peak at Q = 2 1 . 5 n m _ 1 i n the
57
Fego 11 B2o-structure factor is ascribed to the partial SBB{Q) with the assumption that the main
maximum of SBB{Q) should be symmetrical with
a height of three. In Fig. 4 the additional peak at
Q ^ . 2 1 . 5 n m - 1 is presented. In addition to the
$fj t -scale at the left hand side Fig. 4 also shows an
$BB-scale at the right hand side (rhs).
The relationship between the two scales is given
as follows: From (1) we obtain with the W^ from
Table 3:
S\l

= 0.0713 SBB
+ (0.5374 $FeFe + 0.3913 $Feß)
= 0.0713 $ b b + D •

C
3
2

1

f

_ 0
<3
<o 2
1
0
2

1
0
'J0

20

CO 60
80
100
Q [nm' 'J
—

120

Fig. 5. Amorphous FesoBao: Partial FZ-Structure factors.

Fig. 4. Total structure factor
for small Q's with
possible extrapolation of possible $BB(#)-Factors. The
two ordinates are connected by S ^ t ( Q ) + 0.12 = 0.0713

Sbb(Q).

From this equation follows at Q = 21.5 n m - 1 with
$fj t = 0.33 and with £ B B = 3; D = 0.12, which corresponds according to Fig. 4 to $BB = 0 at the rhs.
For small Q-values the SBB{Q)-curve was extrapolated using the run ß of Fig. 4 wrhich fulfills the
inequations given in [20] and which yields a shape
of the $BB-maximum which is reasonable compared
to results of the model calculations given in [19].
The final »S'^'ß structure factor was composed of
this run for
15 n m - 1 and of three (sin Qri/Qrt)curves attenuated exponentially for Q > 1 5 n m - 1 ,
were the three rt were chosen in such a way that
the resulting curve fits the experimental run of the
peak in Figure 4. Fig. 5 shows this partial structure
factor together with the two other FZ-partial structure factors calculated according to (14). The width
of the main maximum of $BB(Q)
well described,
and for Q > 40 n m - 1 there is a mutual extinction
of the oscillations. The /S^-structure factor from
Fig. 5 showrs a deviation A'(Q) compared to the
$bb (Q)-structure factor obtained according to (14):
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1
= (V2i(Q)Sfot(Q)

-f

A'(Q)l(Ij\V2](Q)\).

C3

:

1
1 \

(23)

Figures 6 a and 6 b show the run of A [Q) and of its
Fourier-transform. According to these curves the
error is very small compared to the amplitudes of
the curves in Figs. 2 and 3.
As expected from the weighting factors in Table 3
the Sj?ej?e{Q) partial structure factor in Fig. 5 is
very similar to >S^t(Q).
$FeB(Q) exhibits pronounced maxima and minima. The main maximum is rather unsymmetrical.
$FeB($) 1S very similar to aSab(#) predicted by
Bletry [19] for melts -with short range order.
Figure 7 shows the partial BT-structure factors
calculated from the partial FZ-structure factors
of Figure 5. &nn(#) is characterized by a pronounced main maximum and a shoulder at the
right hand side of the second maximum. The further maxima and minima apparently are attenuated
by an antiphase contribution in a similar way as
The structure factor S'CC{Q) shows oscillations.
This means that the atoms of both components
are arranged in a non statistical way. The steep
unsymmetrical decrease at the right hand side of
the first maximum lies in the same ^-region as the

-I

T 1 1

1

r

"

.

f \

A

/V

^ ^

j

SNC

^

—*—•—'
0
20

40

--i

1. .J

60

1

80

Q [nm-1]

i

1

100

J—1

120

—

Fig. 7. Amorphous FesoBoo: Partial BT-Structure factors.

unsymmetrical increase to the first maximum of the
partial structure factor &FeB(Q) in Figure 5. S'CC(Q)
shows an antiphase behaviour to S^eBiQ)The structure factor S n c (Q)is similar to S'cc (Q) but
more strongly attenuated in the region Q ^ 50 n m - 1 .
This means that the concentration fluctuations are
correlated with density fluctuations. This fact results from the very different atomic diameters of
Fe and B.
Gy (r)

Figure 8 shows the partial FZ-functions Gij(r).
Table 7 contains the characteristic data taken from
these curves.
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iii) Partial Functions

<

1

(22)

Assuming for each experiment the same error probability, to all Stot(Q) the same error A(Q) was
ascribed:

a 0

1

V22(Q)S^(Q)

+ F23(g)^7t(Q))-^tB((2).

A(Q) =

r

Fig. 6. Error A (Q) according to Eq. (23) and its Fourier-

transform FT {A (<?)}.

GreFe(r) is very similar to the total G(r) from
the X-ray experiment, the extrema, however, being
more pronounced, as can be seen from the splitting
up of the second maximum. The second maximum
is separated very distinctly from the third maximum
thus indicating well defined coordination shells.
The Fe-B correlation function ( T F C B M shows
very interesting features: The extremely sharp and
pronounced first maximum reflects a very well
defined Fe-B distance. Concerning the half maximum full width of this peak (<5rexP = 0.05 nm) it
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should be noted that it results from the real width
of the Fe-B distance distribution of the amorphous
structure (<5rstr-) by broadening due to the finite
Fourier transformation in Q-space. Assuming a
Gaussian distribution, the effect of broadening can
be calculated thus yielding for the real width
<5r8tr- = 0.02 nm, which is very small. From this
very well defined Fe-B atomic distance we must
conclude that the short range order in metallic
glasses of the TgoM^o-type is governed strongly by
chemical bonding between unlike atoms. This means
that the small boron atoms force a special arrangement of the Fe atoms by chemical interaction rather
than by just filling up the free space in a Bernal
like dense random packing of the Fe atoms as
proposed by Polk [21]. From £ B B ( 0 the B-B-distance was evaluated to be ?"BB=0.355 nm.

Fig. 8. Amorphous Fegol^o: Partial reduced FZ-pair distribution functions GfjZ(r).

Figure 9 shows the Fourier-transformations of
the partial BT-structure factors. Gss{r) represents
the correlation of density fluctuations. The short
B-Fe distance is indicated as a shoulder at the left
hand side of the first maximum. The second maximum is rather unsymmetrical with a shoulder at
the rhs. The further maxima show no pronounced
details and have a mutual distance of 0.21 nm. The
run of Gxx(r) shows that the atoms are fixed in
distinct coordination spheres up to rather large
distances.

Table 7. Height and position of maxima and minima of the partial Sij(Q) and the partial Gij(r). [(?] = nm _ 1 ; [r] = nm.

s„(Q)
ij

Q^

FeFe

-0.24

4nm-i

Sh(Q)
m

G)}{r)
(rl)

4.2
(31.1)

8.51
(0.257)

or(r)

(rij 1 )

G»-*(r)

G™(r)

(rin

( O

(C)

1.54

2.51
(0.420)

(0.498)

2.0
(0.645)

1.0
(0.86)

2.20
(0.457)

1.92
(0.595)

0.87
(0.805)

1.28
(0.63)

0.72
(0.845)

BB

(-1)

3.0
(21.5)

2.9
(0.357)

FeB

^ 1

3.0
(33.0)

12.63
(0.214)

2.41
(0.379)

NN

0.15

3.2
(31.3)

3.75
(0.257)

1.53
(0.420)

CC

0.4

1.6
(30.0)

2.7
(0.258)

0.6
(0.418)

1.2
(0.510)

-5.0
(0.214)

-0.77
(0.378)

-0.82
(0.457)

1.7
(0.257)

0.39
(0.419)

0.50
(0.505)

0.63
(0.360)

-0.15
(0.458)

NC

-0.1

1.4
(30.4)
-

1.6
(0.213)

-

0.81
( ^ 0.46)
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Fig. 9. Amorphous FesoB2o: Fourier-transforms of the partial
(^-Structure factors.
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^FeB(^)- The maxima of (?FeB(*") coincide with the
minima of Gccir) and the maxima of (rFeFe (r) have
nearly the same positions as the maxima of the
Gcc(r)-cmve.
This means that the experimental
Gcc{r) fullfills the theoretical requirement being
> 0 for like neighbours and < 0 for unlike neighbours. The run of the G^ci?) curve in Fig. 9 indicates a considerable cross correlation of density and concentration fluctuations as expected from
the very different atomic diameters of Fe and B.
In Fig. 11 the partial function G^eB from Fig. 8
is shifted in such a way that the first maxima of the
(rFeFe- and CrFeB-curve lie at the same r-position.
Interestingly by this shift the positions of the
second, third etc. maximum of the two curves coincide, whereby the oscillations of the G?FeB-curve
are more pronounced. This coincidence of the
maxima will play a deciding role during the construction of models for the description of the
atomic arrangement in the metallic T-M-type
glasses.

The partial function Gcc ir) represents the correlation of concentration fluctuations. This function is
plotted in Fig. 10 together with Cr'peFe ( r ) and

r [nm]

r [nm] ——

—

Fig. 10. Amorphous FegoB-io: Fourier-transforms G F e F e (r),
@FeB ( r ) and Gcc(>") of the corresponding partial structure
factors.

Fig. 11. Amorphous FegoB2o: Partial Functions GreFe(r)
and GpeB(r'), wobei
r = r

'

~ (rFeFe ~ rFeB)-

- —
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iv) Partial Distances and Coordination

Numbers

From the position of the maxima in the partial
reduced pair distribution functions Cry(r) the preferred distances between the different atoms can be
determined. According to Table 7 neighbouring
Fe-Fe atoms have a distance of 0.257 nm. This
value is in good accordance with the Goldschmidtdiameter of iron for coordination number twelve
(0.254 nm according to [22]).
According to Table 7 neighbouring Fe-B atoms
show a distance of 0.214 nm. Presuming the iron
diameter to be independent of the kind of the neighbours the radius of the Boron atom can be calculated
according to (24):
^B = 4eB - °- 5 4eFe-

(24)

The value of 0.086 nm thus obtained is in good
accordance with 0.083 nm given in [23] as radius
of a covalently bound Boron atom in tetrahedrical
surrounding with four nearest neighbours.
From the partial Gfj (r)-curves the partial coordination numbers can be obtained. To calculate
the coordination numbers given in Table 8 the
integration always was performed from the lower
minimum r\ up to the upper minimum ru in the
^(r)-curves. The coordination numbers Zf-m of
the ra-th submaximum within the w-th coordination sphere are given. From these figures the total
coordination numbers N" ,m can be calculated ac-

cording to (16) using the weighting factors of
Table 3, and finally the N"' m can be compared to
the
of Table 2.
v) Long Wavelength Limit of SQQ(Q)
In the long wavelength limit, i.e. for Q = 0 the
following relation holds for melts in thermodynamic
equilibrium:
RT

RT
=

CFeCBÄcc(O)

02 G

N(AcZj

= £XS ^

=

IP

RT

CpeCB

(25)

with <zlc 2 ) mean quadratic concentration fluctuation; G free enthalpy, E™ = -RTd In yFe/0c 2 B =
Darken's excess stability function, yre activity coefficient of iron.
Since amorphous alloys are nonequilibrium systems, the relationship (25) between S'cc{o) and
thermodynamic data is not applicable. Assuming
the amorphous substance to represent a frozen
undercooled melt at the glassforming temperature
T g and furthermore that this state is not yet
changed by relaxation phenomena, the following
estimation can be done:

E x* = 9.38 RT = 54.6 kJ/mol
using -See(o)^0.4

and

2 g ^ 7 0 0 K (see [24]).

Table 8. Partial coordination numbers Z?/7". Z"/m: number of /-atoms within the m-th maximum of the »-th coordination
sphere around an i-atom.
number of atoms around an averaged central atom (example: Zl;^ — cFe(Zlrere
ZlFeB)
-|-c B (Z|j Fe -f Zbb))- <?max[nm-i]: upper integration limit for the Fourier-transform. r\, r u [nm]: lower, upper integration
limit during the calculation of partial coordination numbers.

ij

zi,

z;r

CO

CD

z »••

(Z)

z]jl

z;;'-*

z\?

CO

CD

CD
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In [25] for an amorphous Ti^Nißo-alloy also from
$ c c ( o ) a value of 60 k j / m o l was obtained, which
also was calculated under the presumptions explained above.
vi) Short Range Order

Parameter

In amorphous FesoB2o the atoms of both kinds
exhibit very different atomic diameters and therefore cannot be substituted. Therefore Cowley's short
range order parameter [26] is not applicable for
amorphous FesoB2o, and we will be concerned in the
following with the short range order parameter
according to Cargill and Spaepen [27]. This kind
of short range order parameter was introduced for
the cases where the A atoms show a coordination
number Z \ different from the coordination number ZB of the B-atoms.
For a statistical distribution of the atoms the
entropy of the atomic distribution shows a maximum. The deviation from this arrangement with
maximum entropy is connected with a short range
order parameter t^ab- >7ab is zero for a statistical
distribution, > 0 for a compound forming tendency
and < 0 for a segregation tendency. The short range
order parameter for amorphous FesoB2o can be
calculated as follows:
^eB = ^FeB/^eB-l

(26)

with Z*eB = C ß ^ B ^ F E / ( C F E ^ F E + cbZb) = number of
B-atoms around an Fe-atom for statistical distribution of the atoms. With the figures from Table 8
we obtain Z*eB = 1.88 and ZFCb = 2.16 which yields
4 e B = 0.148.
This means a preferred compound forming tendency
in amorphous FesoB2o- A normalized short range
order parameter rjyeB is obtained if we normalize
*?FeB to the maximum possible value T]y£bx =
CBZBIcyqZ^C :
This means maximum chemical short range order
in amorphous F e g c ^ o • It should be mentioned that
according to [27] also amorphous C080P20 and
PdsoSi2o exhibit normalized short range order
parameters equal to unity.
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= 9; Zp e b = 3; and Z? e p e = 10.7. The comparison with the corresponding figures 8.64; 2.16; and
12.4 for the amorphous alloy FegoB2o in Table 9
shows good agreement for ZBFe within the experimental errors. From this agreement, and especially regarding the very pronounced narrow main
maximum in the ( ? F e B - c u r v e of Fig. 8, the following
model for amorphous FegoB2o can be proposed.
The B-atoms can be regarded as the centre of a coordination sphere containing nine iron atoms. Within such a region with its pronounced short range
order an atomic arrangement exists which is comparable to that of metastable Fe3B. This boron
coordination is assumed not to change with concentration, which is supported by the same observation made during the computer calculations
in [28. 29]. Taking into account the fact that the
amorphous alloy FegoB2o contains 5 a/o more Fe
than crystalline FeßB, one can explain that Z? e Fe
is higher and ZpeB is smaller than the corresponding
value in the crystalline FeßB-state.
Figure 12 showrs an atomic arrangement where
the diameter of the Fe atom is 0.254 nm [22] and
that of the B atom is 0.176 nm [23]. This yields a
B-B distance of 0.347 nm which is in good agreement with the experimental value rg B = 0.357 of
the present study.
ZBTC

viii) Comparison

vnth Existing

Models

There is a lot of attempts to model the structure
of T-M-glasses. Any model which describes this
structure should take into consideration at least
two requirements: The different size of the two
kinds of atoms and the strong interaction between
the metal and metalloid atoms compared to that
between the metal atoms.
Sadoc et al. [30] have constructed a computer
generated DRPHS-model of spheres with different
sizes. Preferred interaction between large and small
spheres was simulated by excluding direct contact
between the small spheres. One of the results was
that small spheres are always surrounded by 9 large

vii) Description of the Short Range Order of the Amorphous Alloy Fe$oBo0
Amorphous FesoB2o crystallizes to metastable
FeßB with the averaged coordination numbers

F i g . 12. A m o r p h o u s FesoBoo: A r r a n g e m e n t of n e a r e s t irona n d boron-neighbours.
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spheres, which is in accordance with the present
work. However, when applying the model to Nig4Pi6
they obtained a partial (?Nip(r)-function the width
of their first peak being much broader than the
width of the present CrFeB(r)-curve. This indicates
that the simulation of the chemical interaction
should be even stricter in a more realistic model.
Boudreaux et al. [28, 29] have energetically relaxed a hard sphere structure with two atomic
diameters using modified Lennard-Jones potentials
to construct a model for amorphous Fe-B-alloys.
The chemical interaction was simulated by chosing
the metal-metalloid interaction to be twice as strong
as that between the metal atoms, and that between
metalloid atoms to be very weak. They found each
Boron-atom to be surrounded by 6.6 Fe atoms,
which is considerably less than the value of 8.6
atoms derived experimentally in the present study.
Furthermore the splitting up of the second maximum of S{Q) of the model is not as pronounced
as with the present experiment. In a recent paper,
Fujiwara et al. [31] modelled the structure of amorphous F83B17 by relaxing a D R P structure with
truncated Morse-type potentials. They compared
the results with experimental G-peFe (?")- and GpeB {?)functions. The latter have been estimated by comb-

ining a neutron- and an X-ray diffraction experiment. The experimental CrFeB(r) shows considerable
differences to the corresponding one of the present
work (no splitting up of the second maximum.
r F e B = 0.227 nm, ZBFe = 6-9) as well as to the
GreBif) curve of the model. However, comparing
the model curves in [31] with the partial Gij[r)curves of this study one finds quite good agreement:
The first peak of (?FeB [?) is more pronounced than
that of (?FeFe (?")• The second subpeak of the splitted
second maximum of G^en coincides with the minimum between the two subpeaks of the second
maximum of C?FeFe- The maximum of (?BB at
^ 0 . 3 8 nm falls into the range of the first subpeak
of the second maximum of (?FeB (?") • But there are also
differences, and one should keep in mind the slightly
different composition of the model system and the
specimen investigated in the present work.
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